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GAINMHEICH.—Valley rock-basins in Lewisian Gneiss and Torridon
Sandstone.

GAMHNA.—Kettle-hole in fluvio-glacial materials.
GARBH-ABHUINN, NA.—Rock-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GARBH-ABHUINN ARD, NA.—Rock-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GARBHAIG.-—Vol. II. Part I. p. 239.
GARBH-CLACHAN, NAN.—Rock-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GARRY (Ness basin).—Simple rock-basin down as far as Garbh Eilean,

below which there is a shallow expansion with a waterfall near the
outlet.

GARRY (Tay basin).—Rock-basin in granulitic schists along shatter-belt.
The steep-sided valley in which it lies has been pirated from the
Spey system by a tributary of the Tay. The great suite of
moraines emanating from this valley, traceable far down the Garry,
shows what a powerful glacier must have occupied the site of this
loch during the later glaciation.

GARTMORN.—Artificial reservoir on boulder clay resting upon Upper
Carboniferous strata.

GARVE.—- Vol. II. Part I. p. 289-
GEAD, AN.—Vol. II. Part I. p. 353.
GEAL.—Typical delta loch cut off from Loch Lomond and enclosed in the

advancing delta of the Falloch. Loch Buidhe at the head of Loch
Lubnaig has a similar origin.

GEALAICH, NA.—Moraine-dammed on quartzite and epidiorite.
GEIREANN, NAN.—Tidal loch; probably a rock-basin along the strike of

the Lewisian Gneiss.
GEIREANN, NAN (Mill).—Rock-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GELLY—Partly artificial, in drift resting on Lower Carboniferous strata.
GHIURAGARSTIDH.—Vol. II. Part I. p. 240.
GHLINNE-DORCHA, A'.—Rook-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GHOBHAINN, A'.—Rock-basin in Lewisian Gneiss.
GHRIAMA, A'.—Rock-basin in Moine schists.
GHUILBINN.—Valley rock-basin in Strath Ossian.
GIORRA.—Rock-basin in crystalline schists.
GIRLSTA.—Rock-basin in crystalline schists and metamorphic limestones;

may be partly due to solution.
GLADHOUSE.—Artificial reservoir in wide valley carved out of Upper Old

Red Sandstone and overlaid by boulder clay.
GLASS.-—Vol. II. part I. p. 2.90.
GLEANN A' BHEARKAIDH.—Rock-basin along fault throwing down the Lower

Old Red volcanic rocks of the Lome volcanic plateau against the
underlying sediments and crystalline schists.

GORM LOCH MÒR.—-Vol. II. Part I. p. 307.
GOWN.— Ponded by moraines and fluvio-glacial gravels of the Achnasheen

terraces.
GRASS WATER.—Lying in boulder clay.


